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Autumn 2010
Christmas Social Monday 13th December 2010 at 7 for 7:30pm
Tickets priced at £17.00 each will be on sale for our Christmas supper until the end of
November. Please make your choice of main course and dessert from the menu on the
next page. Again this year we ask that you bring you own ‘wine’ but water and glasses will
be provided. Our entertainer this year will be Alan Simmonds.
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Christmas Menu

Starter
Duo of Melon served with an orange and ginger syrup
Main Course
Roast Turkey with sausage wrapped in bacon served
with sage and onion stuffing
& seasonal vegetables
or
Baked Butternut Squash filled with leeks, onions and cheese (V)
& seasonal vegetables
Dessert
Traditional Christmas Pudding with Brandy Sauce
or

Cherry Cheesecake & Cream
or

Cheese & Biscuits
Tea or Coffee & Mini Mince Pies
Forthcoming Association Meetings & Other Events
13th December 2010
th

Christmas Supper

10 January 2011

AGM

14th February 2011

Members Forum

th

14 March 2011

Growing Hamamelis

Chris Lane

Congratulations
A team consisting of five of our members plus two non-members won the Ellenor Lions Hospice
Quiz in September. Those involved were: Sharon & Gerald Sperling, Pat & Alan Day, Vilma
Smith, Ron and Hazel Borrow.

Recent Events
9th August

Secrets of a Walled Garden

Derek March made a most welcome return to us to tell us about walled gardens but of course he
had to update us on the plight of his honey bees too. If you would like to plant more ‘bee-friendly’
plants, the British Beekeepers Association has produced lists that can be downloaded from their
website (www.bbka.co.uk)
He showed us pictures of his own walled garden and told us about the walled gardens ancient
civilisations (e.g. Romans and Incas) had and how the knowledge was lost when these people
disappeared. The monasteries too then developed ways of prolonging the growing season
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because the temperature within the walls is a few degrees higher and the wind chill is also
reduced. Because the monks were relatively well-nourished, they survived the plagues better than
the peasants. Once again this knowledge was lost when Henry VIII ordered the dissolution of the
monasteries. However with the arrival of huge Victorian estates walled gardens once again
became popular and plant hunters brought back ever more exotic plants which needed warmer
conditions than those we generally have. Competition between estates to produce exotic fruit and
vegetables saw walled gardens with heated walls and large numbers employed as gardeners.
Sadly the Great War left many estates with no staff and the walled gardens fell out of favour once
more.
13th September

Topiary

We were treated to a practical demonstration of some of the techniques involved in topiary by Judy
Older whose garden is full of interesting shapes. She suggested plants that are suitable for topiary
as well as some simple shapes for us to try.
18th September

Autumn Show

We had an excellent, well supported show with 212 entries from 24 members, including 4 who
entered for the first time. Every entrant won a prize and the trophies were awarded as follows:
Championship Cup
Townsend Vase
Goodwin Cup
Stevens Cup
Hill Cup
Coronation Cup
Harvel Floral Bowl
Garden News Shield
National Vegetable Society Medal
Garden News Top Tray Gold Award
Everard Bowl
Douglas Nicholson Award

Barbara Macknish
Rosemary Divall, Enid Lander & Claire Williams
Barbara Macknish
Rosemary Divall
Winifred Hughes
Enid Lander & Rosemary Divall
Enid Lander
Tony Thomas
Barbara Macknish
Tony Thomas
Rosemary Divall & Moya Church
Tony Thomas

Thanks to everyone who helped set up and dismantle the show, those who baked wonderful cakes
to sell and who ran the refreshments, to Vera for running the raffle and to those who helped on the
plant stall.
The show dates for next year are 26th March and 17th September. The specified bulbs for Classes
1 & 2 of the Spring Show 2011 are Splendid Cornelia (Hyacinth) and Obdam (Narcissus).
Sadly we lost 2 of our life members in September:
Meryl Burgess was born in Wales, became a nurse, married Stuart – a seaman, and had two
daughters and a son.
She was a very loyal and supportive member of our Association for many years until increasing
frailty confined her to her home. The Spring and Autumn Shows were her forte, and she would
arrive in her car stuffed full with all her high quality exhibits for most of the classes – large house
plants laden with blooms, beautiful flower arrangements, blubs and flowers, and consistently
successful entries in the domestic section. Where many of us would falter cooking with yeast, she
would excel.
Yet for all her success, Meryl was a quiet and unassuming person. She will be remembered with
affection by those who knew her and valued her as one of our very active past members.
(Anne Nicholson)
The instructions for growing hyacinths that are printed in our programme each year were written by
Meryl.
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Bill Roberts was the Treasurer and his daughter Valerie was the Secretary when Ron & I first
joined the Garden Club in the early 80's. At that time John Appleton was the Chairman and Doug
Nicholson was the Vice Chairman. Bill and John often had heated discussions about the club and
there was a rivalry between them also as exhibitors in our shows as both were very keen
gardeners. Bill grew mostly vegetables but was also keen on dahlias. Vera, his wife, tended the
flowers. Bill made and provided the wine for the Christmas suppers and was even known to
appear as Father Christmas!
Bill was a very committed member of the Gardening club for at least two decades. It is Bill's friend
who produces our programme and I shall miss having little chats with Bill when it comes to
collecting our programmes. I know that he felt privileged to present the prizes at the shows
whenever he was asked although as the years went by he no longer exhibited himself. He was the
sole carer for his wife Vera in her later life. Although Bill could be obstinate at times, I always
found him pleasant and where gardening was concerned willing to pass on any tips and help to
new members.
(Hazel Borrow)
11th October

Keep Gardeners Growing

Heather Fooks first told us about the Gardening for Disabled Trust (www.gardening
fordisabledtrust.org.uk) to which she donated her fee. They raise money and give grants to
hospitals and homes to create suitable gardens for the tenants to use. Individual disabled people
may also receive grants to convert their gardens for ease of use.
GARLIC

Garlic has been hailed as a cure-all and used medicinally around the world to treat a wide range of
ailments for thousands of years. More recently its abilities to help in the treatment of conditions
from heart disease to sore throats to AIDS have been subject to more scientific scrutiny. These
studies, however, did not find enough evidence to back up the claims that have been made.
Lucy Halliday, writing in the magazine Kitchen Garden (November 2010), draws our attention to
the results of some clinical trials which proved garlic's antibacterial powers in the treatment of
gangrene. With the advent of the MRSA crisis in 2005, the resistance of the infections to the
available drugs was jeopardising treatment. Since then an extract from garlic has been used that
can help to clear up MRSA infections completely in just 12 weeks. Let's hope that Zeneca and
Monsanto are prevented from taking out patents on the humble garlic.

GLYPHOSATE

Though true that glyphosate is reported by Monsanto to be relativity harmless when ingested,
another problem arises from the surfactants used with glyphosate that allow it to penetrate into
plant tissue. The surfactants act similar in action to dish soap, breaking down surface tension of
the glyphosate molecule. They are also about as toxic as dish soap, and therein lies the problem.
Dish soap in solution is sufficient to penetrate the exoskeletons of honey bees, wasps, and other
pollinators, thus suffocating and killing them right in flight. The over spraying application of
glyphosate at the wrong time of day can kill tens of thousands of bees working a field in a matter of
mere moments. We too should take care when using glyphosate in the garden.
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13th October

Coach Outing to Hyde Hall and Saling Hall

Hyde Hall

We spent the morning at the RHS gardens at Hyde Hall near Chelmsford, a 360-acre estate situated on a hill top in
an area of low rainfall and affording views across the countryside including the wildflower meadow we saw on our
last visit there. The gardens are constantly evolving and the picture above shows the new long avenue that, like
the new visitor centre has been developed since we were there two years ago.
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Saling Hall
After lunch we visited Saling Hall, the home of Hugh (author of Trad’s Diary in the RHS’s The Garden magazine)
and Judy Johnson. They have lived there for 37 years and have spent their time restoring and enlarging the
gardens that were created by the previous owner Isabel Lady Carlyle. They have two gardeners to help them. The
wooded site is sectioned into themed gardens including a water garden, kitchen garden and contains many mature
trees. They have a ‘Maple Glade’ with large collection of acers and so we were hoping to see some early autumn
colour. Due to vandalism they no longer open their garden to the public.

Saling Hall Garden is on a much more intimate scale with a little formality near the house, but a wealth of much
less formal planting. Some avenues are incomplete and the focal points are clearly off-centre and elsewhere the
planting is designed to reveal them only partially. Symmetry is carefully, and sometimes blatantly, avoided.
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We were a trifle early for the full Autumn display, but
there was some magnificent colour to enjoy amongst the
trees. But at Saling Hall it was not simply the colour, but
also the way that it was set off, contrasted or
complemented by the surrounding foliage.
The
photographs can provide only imperfect glimpses of the
mixtures of plants and structures in the garden. It has
obviously taken several generations for the garden to be
built and moulded into its present shape.
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